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• Can Sheep Recognize “Ewe”?

Statement of the Problem:
● The problem in this experiment is to see if sheep can recognize and remember

human faces in photographs. I became interested in this project because I show
sheep in 4-H, and I also love animals. This experiment will help people see if their
sheep actually recognize them.

Objective:
● In this experiment I will see if sheep can identify and remember human faces.

Hypothesis:
● I hypothesize that the sheep will identify and remember different human faces,

since research from the University of Cambridge states that they can be trained
to recognize human faces from photographic portraits as well as my own
personal experience with them showing in 4-H. Sheep are able to recognise
human faces from photographs | University of Cambridge

Materials:

● List of materials used are chrome book, science fair logbook, (must include
quantity) ( boltes!)

○ Chrome book
○ Science fair logbook
○ 7 sheep
○ Incorrect sound buzzer

https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/sheep-are-able-to-recognise-human-faces-from-photographs
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/sheep-are-able-to-recognise-human-faces-from-photographs
Danniey Wright



○ 2 feed bins - both red
○ Reward feed - High Noon Show Lamb #104, ¼ cup
○ ¼ cup scooper
○ Photo Release Authorization form from Ms. Slater
○ 3 8.5x11-inch laminated pictures of familiar people

■ Ms. Slater
■ Pope Francis
■ Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton

○ 3 8.5x11-inch laminated  pictures of unfamiliar people
■ Steve Irwin
■ Jane Goodall
■ Adele

○ 2 8.5x11 inch laminated inanimate objects
■ Black Box
■ Lantern

○ 4 D-rings

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- My independent variables are the different pictures, and the
different sheep.

● Dependent- My dependent variable is the percent of accuracy.
● Control- My controls are the same time of day, the sheep haven't eaten yet, they

get grain at the exact time they touch the picture with their nose, the same
pictures they have to remember and recognize to get grain, and the same kind of
grain. Basically, the consistency of the testing technique.

Procedure: Number your steps.

1. Set-up feed bins and laminated pictures above the feed bins.
a. Training 1, Day 1: Ms Slater v Black Box
b. Training 1, Day 2: Pope Francis v Black Box
c. Training 1, Day 3: Princess Kate v Black Box
d. Training 2, Day 1: Ms. Slater v Lantern
e. Training 2, Day 2: Pope Francis v Lantern
f. Training 2, Day 3: Princess Kate v Lantern
g. Test 1, Day 1: Princess Kate v Adele
h. Test 2, Day 2: Pope Francis v Jane Goodall
i. Test 3, Day 3: Ms. Slater v Steve Irwin

2. Release one lamb from holding pen 1.
3. Allow lamb to choose a picture by touching the pic with its nose.
4. Reward correct choice with feed.



-Sound buzzer for incorrect choice.
5. Repeat steps 1-4  3 times.
6. Record results.
7. Herd lamb into holding pen 2.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 with all 7 sheep Herd lambs into holding pen 1.

Results:
● The results for this experiment showed that sheep are able to recognize and

also remember human faces from photographs, the first sheep got 82% right,
the second sheep got 74% right, the third sheep got 63% right, the fourth sheep
got 71% right, the fifth sheep got 67% right, the sixth sheep got 67% right, and
lastly the seventh sheep got 37% right.

(NOTE:  P=Practice   T=Test)

Sheep P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 T1 T2 T3 % of correct facial
recognition

1 Tunnie 33% 67% 100% 100% 67% 100% 100% 100% 67% 82%

2 Tagless 67% 67% 100% 67% 67% 67% 100% 67% 67% 74%

3  #1032 33% 33% 67% 67% 67% 67% 100% 67% 67% 63%

4 Pepper 67% 67% 33% 100% 67% 67% 100% 67% 67% 71%

5 Snowflake 33% 100% 67% 67% 67% 33% 67% 67% 100% 67%

6 #5316 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 67% 67% 67% 100% 67%

7 #634 0% 33% 0% 0% 67% 33% 67% 67% 67% 37%

% of
correct/training
session

33% 52% 67% 72% 72% 62% 86% 72% 76%



Conclusion:

1. In this experiment my objective was to see if sheep can recognize and
remember human faces from photographs. I did this by training the sheep to recognize
photos of 3 different faces and comparing them by different pictures.

2.  In this experiment I hypothesized that the sheep will identify and
remember different human faces, since research from the University of
Cambridge states that they can be trained to recognize human faces from
photographic portraits as well as my own personal experience with them
showing in 4-H. My hypothesis was correct because the sheep did recognize
and remember the human faces on photographic portraits.

3.  The results for this experiment showed that sheep are able to recognize
and also remember human faces from photographs, the first sheep got 82%
right, the second sheep got 74% right, the third sheep got 63% right, the fourth
sheep got 71% right, the fifth sheep got 67% right, the sixth sheep got 67%
right, and lastly the seventh sheep got 37% right.



4. What did you learn from this lab? In this experiment I wanted to learn if
sheep can actually recognize and remember me since I do 4-H, I work with
sheep, and also breed them.  According to my results, I learned that sheep
actually do recognize and remember human faces.

5.  What I would do differently to improve my experiment is to do more
training. If I do more training    the sheep may remember the faces even
better. So a larger sample size would be better for this experiment, and would
increase the amount correct.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings

Figure 1 (Sheep during practice, and other sheep in holding pen 2)



Figure 2 (Sheep during test)



Figure 3 (Sheep in holding pen 1)


